Lyndale Elementary School, Grade 5, Arabic, Year-Long Map
September /October

November/ December/ January

February /March

April /May/June

Theme: Exploring the Geography of Arab
Countries
Enduring Understanding: There are many
countries and cultures in which people of the
world speak Arabic.
Important Questions:
 How would you describe the countries of
Arabic-speaking peoples?
Vocabulary topics:
 Names of countries, nationalities,
continents
 Colors
 Numbers
 Flags
 Greetings and courtesy phrases
Skills:
 Respond to questions: yes/no, either/or
 Recognize names of people and countries
when spoken
 Write own name in Arabic letters
 Use communication strategies: guess in
context, use background knowledge.

Theme: Getting there
Enduring Understanding: There are many
countries and people in the world.
Important Questions:

How could we to go to a country in
the Arab World?
Vocabulary topics:

Names of countries

Directions

Compare far and near – distance

Transportation – airplanes, cars,
boats

Question words – what, who, where?

Negation - with Leysa

Traffic signs

Polite phrases: Please, thank you,
give me, please sit down,
Skills

Recognize written names of people
and countries

Recognize written numbers 1-10

Theme: The many ways we have fun!
Enduring Understanding: Leisure activities,
relaxing, and sports are important to people
everywhere.
Important Questions:

What do we do enjoy our life?
Vocabulary topics:

Sports
Topics

Hobbies

Activities

Play a soccer game

Functional chunks of language: Let’s
play!

Question words –what, who, which?

Formative Assessments:

Respond to questions from the teacher –
yes/no, either/or

Write (copy) own name in Arabic letters

Count the number of countries

Compare big and small countries

Compare and contrast the Roman and the
Arabic alphabets

Identify Arabic speaking countries on map

Comprehension checks

Formative Assessments:

TPR

Comprehension checks – questions,
thumbs up/down

Vocabulary checks

Story retell

Formative Assessments:

TPR

TPR Storytelling

Comprehension checks

Vocabulary checks

Retelling

Culture Connections:

Geography of the “Arab World”

Understand basic greetings

Talk about Arab contributions to the world

Arabic alphabet

Culture Connections:

Geography

Arabic numbers

Culture Connections:

World Cup

Qatar Olympic Games

Themes: Travel
Enduring Understanding: Practices, products,
and perspectives of cultures
Important Questions:

What makes a good travel destination?

How do we choose where to go, what to
do, and what to see/
Vocabulary topics:

Verbs: go, see

Functional chunks and polite phrases:
Let’s go!

Descriptions

Time

Travel suitcase

Weather, seasons

Landmarks

Buildings
Skills:

Identify familiar words in context

Respond to and ask questions

Express preference

Respond to commands.

Respond to

Learn verb-subject agreement.

Use negation.
Summative Assessment: IPA “Travel to
Lebanon”

Interpretive task: Match the names of
major cities in Lebanon with descriptions
of weather and seasons in that city

Interpersonal task: Interview a partner to
share recommendations of places to visit
and activities to do in Lebanon.

Presentational task: Create a brochure of
a major city in Lebanon with information
of interesting tourist sites in and present
orally to the class.
Culture Connections:

Historic sites

Landmarks

Skills:
 Write numbers.
 Identify simple, familiar words in context,
 Describe a soccer game
 Identify familiar written words in Arabic,
i.e. label the sports and activities.
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